
Dear R.L.H.S. Members,                                                                                      
Hearty wishes for a 🥳 Happy🏋 Healthy &🕊 Peaceful🎉 New🥂 Year!🍾  

Still being in the midst of the holiday season, very little news has come my way.  As January 
progresses, any notifications I do receive I’ll circulate in a separate e-mail. 

Roath Local History Society 
Bringing History to Your Doorstep - since 1978

“Tracing and restoring 
a family war memorial”                 


Jeremy Sparkes 
Jeremy’s family has lived in the area 
for many generations.  In this talk he 
shares the story of his personal quest 
into the life, death and remembrance 

of his great uncle

2nd Lt Vivian Llewellyn,                     
Royal Welsh Fusiliers 

Taken shortly after he received his 
commission, the photograph was 

probably taken in black & white and 
then hand coloured
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This year I am extending my Christmas celebrations right up to Twelfth Night, by taking a New Year 
holiday to London.  One of the highlights of this trip is a visit to Hampton Court Palace to view the 
Bacton Altar Cloth.  I was first made aware of this treasure, last October, when I attended the 
Annual Conference of the Women’s Archive of Wales and heard the talk by Ruth Elizabeth 
Richardson.  It being her research that discovered and instigated the acknowledgement of, the 
international importance of this cloth-of-silver. 

The Bacton Altar Cloth was given to St. Faith’s Church, Bacton, Herefordshire, by Queen 
Elizabeth 1, in memory of her Confidante of 56 years, Mistress Blanche Parry, whose family 
church this was.  As the Chief Gentlewoman of Elizabeth 1’s Privy Chamber and Keeper of Her 
Majesty’s Jewels, Blanche held pre-eminence in Elizabeth’s court.  She had known Elizabeth since 
she was a baby and would converse with her in Welsh. 

What has only recently come to light is that the Bacton Altar Cloth is actually constructed from one 
of Elizabeth 1’s court dresses.  The dresses represent the ultimate status symbol of the time and were 
used as a propaganda tool.  Weighted with motifs of symbolic meaning, superbly executed from the 
most costly materials, including silver and gold thread, jewels & natural dyes; each dress was 
equivalent in value to the cost of a mansion.  On her death it is recorded that Elizabeth had over 
1,900 such frocks, but until this discovery it was believed not a single fragment survived. 

A Journey into the Imagined Past.


I must confess that my approach to historical reading has 
been on  a straight, factual basis. I have not been attracted 
by historical fiction and the feeling that events and characters 
may have been romanticised.


Some time ago, I attended a talk given at The Rhydypenau 
Library by distinguished former Home Office Pathologist and 
Cardiff man, Bernard Knight CBE. Although I was aware of 
Dr. Knight’s eminent career as a forensic pathologist, I did not 
fully appreciate the extent of his  parallel career as a writer in 
the Contemporary/Historical crime fiction genre.


Following the talk, I was inspired to read one of the novels in Dr. Knight’s historical 
“Crowner John” series. I found this  a most enjoyable read. The subject is the 
establishment of the office of Crowner (Coroner) for the county of Devon, in the late 12th 
century and investigation of sudden death, murder, rape and assault imagined at that time. 
There are 14 novels in the series which progress in sequence over time, but each is a 
stand-alone book. I am now continuing through the whole series.


The research behind these books must be meticulous. Description is detailed and 
evocative.  The feeling of medieval authenticity is effectively conveyed by the use of 
modern language.


My view on historical fiction has broadened. Well researched novels can be entertaining 
and informative. Why not take the occasional journey into the imagined past?


Julian Carter.



All good wishes for 2020,

Elizabeth Morgan, R.L.H.S. Honorary Secretary.

Since confirmation of the true significance of this treasure, it has been taken from the glass case at 
St. Faith’s Church (where it had been retired from use and placed a hundred years ago), to be 
conserved, researched and restored by the Royal School of Needlework, which happens to be based 
at Hampton Court - a royal palace familiar to both Elizabeth 1st. and Blanche Parry.  Although St. 
Faith’s retain ownership, due to the priceless nature of the textile, security, insurance and best 
conservation practise, it is unlikely ever to return.  However, a replica hangs in it’s place and the 
original is currently on display until 23rd. February, in the exhibition “The Lost Dress of 
Elizabeth 1”, at the historic Hampton Court Palace.  It is on show next to the famous “Rainbow 
Portrait”, on loan from Hatfield House, in which Elizabeth I is depicted wearing a fabulous gown 
with a bodice that bears a striking resemblance to the cloth.
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